OVERVIEW
This application note describes a KEELOQ code hopping decoder implemented on a Microchip Mid-range Enhanced FLASH MCU (PIC16F872). The software has been designed as a group of independent modules (standard C source files "C").
For clarity and ease of maintenance, each module covers a single function. Each module can be modified to accommodate a different behavior, support a different MCU, and/or a different set of peripherals (memories, timers, etc.).

KEY FEATURES
The set of modules presented in this application note implement the following features:
• Source compatible with HITECH and CCS C compilers
• Pin out compatible with PICDEM-2 board
• Normal Learn mode
• Learn up to 8 transmitters, using the internal EEPROM memory of PIC16F872
• Interrupt driven Radio Receive (PWM) routine
• Compatible with all existing KEELOQ hopping code encoders with PWM transmission format selected, operating in "slow mode" (Te = 400 µs)
• Automatic synchronization during receive, using a 4 MHz RC oscillator

Notice:
This is a non-restricted version of Application Note AN745 which is available under the KEELOQ License Agreement. The license agreement can be ordered from the Microchip Literature Center as DS40149.
DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Each module has been designed for maximum simplic-ity and maintainability. Whenever possible, we favored clarity of design over efficiency in order to show the basic concepts of the design of a KEELoQ decoder without the constraints of previous PIC16CSX implementa-tions such as limited RAM, STACK, or other resources.

To achieve maximum ease in maintenance, we adopted “modern” C language programming tech-niques, specifically:

- All pin assignments are mapped through #define directives. This results in almost complete code independence from the specific pin out chosen.
- Drivers to peripherals that are specific to a given processor type (such as PIC16F872) have been encapsulated in more generic modules.
- Function input and output values are documented.
- Pseudo-graphical representation of the data structures used and program flow is commented whenever possible.

Although the code can be compiled in a set of independent object files and then linked together to build the actual application, we kept all the modules included in line with the main module to retain compatibility with compilers that have no linker such as CCS PIC C.

MODULES OVERVIEW

The code presented in this application note is composed of the following basic modules:

RXI.C interrupt driven receiver
KEYGEN.C KEELoQ key generation routines implementing Normal Mode
FASTDEC.C KEELoQ decrypt routine
MEM-87X.C PIC16F87X EEPROM driver
TABLE.C transmitters table memory management (linear list)
MAIN.C the actual initialization and main loop

FIGURE 2: MODULES OVERVIEW
The receiver module has been developed around a fast and independent Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). The whole receiving routine is implemented as a simple state machine that operates on a fixed time base. This can be used to produce a number of virtual timers. The operation of this routine is completely transparent to the main program and similar to a UART. In fact, the interrupt routine consumes only 30% of the computational power of the MCU working in the background.

After a complete code-word of 66 bits has been properly received and stored in a 9 bytes buffer, a status flag (RF_FULL) is set and the receiver becomes idle.

It is the responsibility of the main program to make use of the data in the buffer and to clear the flag to enable the receiving of a new code-word.

In order to be compatible with all KEEL7 encoders, with or without oscillator tuning capabilities, the receiver routine constantly attempts to resynchronize with the first rising edge of every bit in the incoming code-word. This allows the decoder to operate from an inexpensive (uncalibrated) RC clock. In doing so, the last rising edge/bit of every code-word is lost (resulting in an effective receive buffer capacity of 65-bit).

For HCS20X and HCS30X encoders this implies that the REPEAT bit (being the 66th) cannot be captured. While for Advanced Encoders like the HCS36X or HCS4XX, the reader can easily modify the definition of the constant BIT_NUM to 68 to receive all bits transmitted with exception of the last queue bit Q1 (being the 69th), again rarely used.

The only resource/peripheral used by this routine is Timer0 and the associated Overflow Interrupt. This is available on every mid-range PICmicro microcontroller. Timer0 is reloaded on overflow, creating a time base (of about 1/3 Te = 138 µs). The same interrupt service routine also provides a virtual 16-bit timer, derived from the same base period, called XTMR.

**FIGURE 3: CODE-WORD TRANSMISSION FORMAT**

---

**FIGURE 4: CODE-WORD ORGANIZATION**
Since the radio input is polled (for 1 µs) on multiples of the base period (138 µs), the chance of a glitch (short noise pulse) disturbing the receiver is reduced.

Further, since the time base produced is constant, the same interrupt service routine could easily be extended to implement a second UART as a separate state machine for full duplex asynchronous communication up to 1,200 baud at 4 MHz.

Note: This would also require the main oscillator to be crystal based.

Other implementations of the same receiver module can be obtained using other peripherals and detection techniques. These include:

- Using the INT pin and selectable edge interrupt source
- Using the Timer1 and CCP module in capture mode
- Using comparator inputs interrupt

All of these techniques pose different constraints on the pin out, or the PICmicro MCU, that can be used. This would lead to different performances in terms of achievable immunity from noise and or CPU overhead, etc.

**FAST DECRYPTION MODULE**

This module contains an implementation of the KEELOQ decryption algorithm that has been optimized for speed on a mid-range PICmicro microcontroller. It allows fast decryption times for maximum responsiveness of the system even at 4 MHz clock.

The decryption function is also used in all learning schemes and represents the fundamental building block of all KEELOQ decoders.

**KEY GENERATION MODULE**

This module shows a simple and linear implementation of the Normal Learn Key Generation.

This module uses the KEELOQ Decrypt routine from the Fast Decryption module to generate the key at every received code-word instead of generating it during the learn phase and storing it in memory. The advantage is a smaller Transmitter Record of 8 bytes instead of 16 bytes (see Table 2). This translates in a double number of transmitters that can be learned using the 64 byte internal EEPROM available inside the PIC16F872. This space reduction comes at the expense of more computational power required to process every code-word. When a new code-word is received, the key generation algorithm is applied (Normal Learn) and the resulting Description key is placed in the array DKEY[0..7]. During a continuous transmission (the user is holding the button on the transmitter), the key generation is not repeated, to save time, the last computed Decryption Key value is used safely instead (the serial number being the same).

Due to double buffering of the receiver and the PICmicro MCU execution speed and efficiency (even running at 4 MHz only), it is possible to receive and decrypt, at the same time, each and every incoming code-word.

For an overview of some of the different security levels that can be obtained through the use of different key generation/management schemes, refer to the "Secure Data Products Handbook" [DS40168] (Section 1, KEELOQ Comparison Chart, Security Level Summary).

A detailed description of the Normal Learn key generation scheme can be found in Technical Brief TB003 "An Introduction To KEELOQ Code Hopping" [DS91002].

More advanced Key Generation Schemes can be implemented replacing this module with the techniques described in Technical Brief TB001 "Secure Learning RKE Systems Using KEELOQ Encoders" [DS91000].

**TABLE MODULE**

One of the major tasks of a decoder is to properly maintain a database that contains all the unique ID’s (serial numbers) of the learned transmitters. In most cases, the database can be as simple as a single table, which associates those serial numbers to the synchronization counters (that are at the heart of the hopping code technology).

This module implements the easiest of all methods, a simple "linear list" of records.

Each transmitter learned is assigned a record of 8 bytes (shown in Table 2), where all the relevant information is stored and regularly updated.

**TABLE 2: TRANSMITTER RECORD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offset</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+0</td>
<td>FCODE</td>
<td>Function code (4 bits) and upper 4 Serial Number bits [24..28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>IDLo</td>
<td>Serial Number bits [0..7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>IDHi</td>
<td>Serial Number bits [8..15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3</td>
<td>IDM1</td>
<td>Serial Number bits [16..23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4</td>
<td>SYNCH</td>
<td>Sync Counter 8 MSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5</td>
<td>SYNCL</td>
<td>Sync Counter 8 LSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+6</td>
<td>SYNCH2</td>
<td>Second copy of SYNCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+7</td>
<td>SYNCL2</td>
<td>Second copy of SYNCL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The 16-bit synchronization counter value is stored in memory twice because it is the most valuable piece of information in this record. It is continuously updated at every button press on the remote. When reading the two stored synchronous values, the decoder should verify that the two copies match. If not, it can adopt any safe resync or disable technique required depending on the desired system security level.

The current implementation limits the maximum number of transmitters that can be learned to eight. This is due to the size of the internal EEPROM of the PIC16F872.

This number can be changed to accommodate different PICmicro models and memory sizes by modifying the value of the constant MAX_USER.

The simple "linear list" method employed can be scaled up to some tens of users. But due to its simplicity, the time required to recognize a learned transmitter grows linearly with the length of the table.

It is possible to reach table sizes of thousands of transmitters by replacing this module with another module that implements a more sophisticated data structure like a "Hash Table" or other indexing algorithms.

Again due to the simplicity of the current solution, it is not possible to selectively delete a transmitter from memory. The only delete function available is a Bulk Erase (complete erase of all the memory contents) that happens when the user presses the Learn button for up to 10 seconds. (The LED will switch off. At the release of the button, it will flash once to acknowledge the delete command). To allow for selective transmitter removal from memory, more sophisticated techniques will be analyzed in future application notes, by simply replacing/updating this module.

**MEM-87X MODULE**

This module is optimized to drive the internal EEPROM of the PIC16F87X device.

The module makes the memory generically accessible by means of two routines RDword and WRword that respectively read and write a 16-bit value out of an even address specified in parameter IND.

Replacing this module with the appropriate drivers, (and adapting the pin out) make possible the use of any kind of nonvolatile memory. This includes internal and external serial EEPROMs (Microwire®, SPI™ or I²C™ bus) of any size up to 64 Kbytes.

**THE MAIN PROGRAM**

The main program is reduced to a few pages of code. The behavior is designed to mimic the basic behavior of the HCS512 integrated decoder, although just the parallel output is provided (no serial interface).

Most of the time, the main loop goes idle waiting for the receiver to complete reception a full code-word.

Double buffering of the receiver is done in RAM, in order to immediately re-enable the reception of new codes and increase responsiveness and perceived range.

**CONCLUSION**

The C language source increases the readability of the program structure and eases the maintenance. This benefit has come at the cost of the program size. That in terms of memory words, has considerably increased over the equivalent code written in assembly (more than 30% larger).

Selecting a FLASH PICmicro microcontroller from the mid-range family as the target MCU allows us to make the code simpler and cleaner. It also provides larger RAM memory space and a deeper hardware stack. Interrupts have been used to "virtualize" the receiving routine as a software peripheral and to free the design of the hard real time constraint that it usually poses.

Still, many of the resources available on the PIC16F872 are left unused and available to the designer. These include:

- Timer1, a 16-bit timer
- Timer1 oscillator, a low power oscillator for real time clock
- CCP module, capable of capture, compare and PWM generation
- Timer2, an 8-bit timer, with auto reload
- 10-bit A/D converter with a 5 channel input multiplexer

We resisted introducing extra features and optimizations in favor of clarity. For example:

- Speed optimizations and code compacting
- More complex key generation schemes
- Multiple manufacturer codes
- Co-processor functionality
- Advanced user entry and deletion commands
- Large memory tables (up to 8,000 users)
- Serial interface to PDAs and/or terminals for memory management and logging

These are left as exercises to the advanced reader/designer or as suggestions for further application notes.
MEMORY USAGE FUNCTION
HEADERS

Compiling with HITECH 7.86r3

Memory Usage Map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program ROM</th>
<th>$0000 - $00A8</th>
<th>$00A9</th>
<th>169 words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program ROM</td>
<td>$04A0 - $07FF</td>
<td>$0351</td>
<td>849 words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program ROM</td>
<td>$2000 - $2005</td>
<td>$0006</td>
<td>6 words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program ROM</td>
<td>$2007 - $2007</td>
<td>$0001</td>
<td>1 word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$0401</td>
<td></td>
<td>1025 words total Program ROM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank 0 RAM</th>
<th>$0021 - $006D</th>
<th>$004D</th>
<th>77 bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank 0 RAM</td>
<td>$0070 - $0074</td>
<td>$0005</td>
<td>5 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$0052</td>
<td></td>
<td>82 bytes total Bank 0 RAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank 0 Bits</th>
<th>$0100 - $0105</th>
<th>$0006</th>
<th>6 bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>total Bank 0 bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCS PCW C Compiler, Version 2.535, 4511

Filename: D:\WORK\SMAD\AN\DECC\MAIN.LST

ROM used: 1155 (28%) 1155 (28%) including unused fragments

RAM used: 71 (37%) at main () level 84 (44%) worst case

Stack: 4 worst case (3 in main +1 for interrupts)
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APPENDIX A:  DECHIT H SOURCE CODE

// Module DECHIT.h

// include this file when using the HiTech C compiler

#define HITECH

#include <pic.h>
#include <string.h>

typedef unsigned char byte;
#define TRUE 1

typedef signed char sbyte;
#define FALSE 0

typedef signed int word;
#define ON 1
#define OFF 0

#define BIT_TEST(x, y) ((x) & (1<<(y))) != 0

#define UNPROTECT | (FOSC1 | FOSC0) | BODEN;

void __IDLOC(0x1234);                    // define ID locations

__CONFIG( UNPROTECT | (FOSC1 | FOSC0) | BODEN); // set config word

__IDLOC(0x1234); // define ID locations
APPENDIX B: DECCCS H SOURCE CODE

// Module DECCCS.h
//
// include this file when using the CCS C compiler
//
#define CCS

#define DEVICE PIC16C63

typedef short bit;         // one bit
typedef unsigned int byte; // one byte unsigned
typedef signed   int sbyte; // one byte signed
typedef signed  long word; // one word signed

// un-supported directives
#define static
#define volatile
#define interrupt

#define TRUE    1
#define FALSE   0
#define ON      1
#define OFF     0

// F872 special function registers

#define TMR0 = 0x01       // Timer 0
#define T0IF = 0x0B.2     // Timer 0 interrupt flag
#define T0IE = 0x0B.5     // Timer 0 interrupt enable
#define GIE  = 0x0B.7     // Global Interrupt Enable

#define OPTION = 0x81     // prescaler timer0 control
#define ADCON1 = 0x9f     // A/D converter control

#define TRISA = 0x85      // PORT A
#define PORTA = 0x05      // PORT A
#define RA0 = 0x05.0
#define RA1 = 0x05.1
#define RA2 = 0x05.2
#define RA3 = 0x05.3
#define RA4 = 0x05.4
#define RA5 = 0x05.5

#define TRISB = 0x86      // PORT B
#define PORTB = 0x06      // PORT B
#define RB0 = 0x06.0
#define RB1 = 0x06.1
#define RB2 = 0x06.2
#define RB3 = 0x06.3
#define RB4 = 0x06.4
#define RB5 = 0x06.5
#define RB6 = 0x06.6
#define RB7 = 0x06.7

#define TRISC = 0x87      // PORT C
#define PORTC = 0x07      // PORT C

// internal EEPROM access
#define BRADR = 0x10d
#define BREADR = 0x10c
#define BEREAD1 = 0x18c
#define BEREAD2 = 0x18d
#define WR = 0x18c.1
#bit RD = 0x18c.0
#bit WREN = 0x18c.2
#bit EEPGD = 0x18c.7

// macro versions of EEPROM write and read
#define EEPROM_WRITE(addr, value) while(WR)continue;EEADR=(addr);EEDATA=(value);EEPGD=0;GIE=0;WREN=1;
    EECON2=0x55;EECON2=0xAA;WR=1;WREN=0
#define EEPROM_READ(addr) ((EEADR=(addr)),(EEPGD=0),(RD=1),EEDATA)

// configuration and ID locations
#define FUSES RC, NOWDT, NOPROTECT, BROWNOUT
#define ID 0x1234
APPENDIX C: MAIN C SOURCE CODE

﻿// *********************************************************************
//  Filename:   MAIN.c
// *********************************************************************
//  Author:     Lucio Di Jasio
//  Company:    Microchip Technology
//  Revision:   Rev 1.00
//  Date:       08/07/00
//  Keeloq Normal Learn Decoder on a mid range PIC
//  full source in C
//  Compiled using HITECH PIC C compiler v.7.93
//  Compiled using CCS PIC C compiler v. 2.535
// ********************************************************************

#include "decccs.h"  // uncomment for CCS compiler
#include "dechit.h" // uncomment for HiTech compiler

// I/O definitions for PIC16F872
// compatible with PICDEM-2 demo board

#define RFIn   RA1           // i radio signal input
#define Learn  RA4           // i learn button
#define Out0   RB0           // o S0 output
#define Out1   RB1           // o S1 output
#define Out2   RB2           // o S2 output
#define Out3   RB3           // o S3 output
#define Led    RB4           // o LearnOut Led
#define Vlow   RB5           // o low battery
#define MASKPA  0xff         // port A I/O config (all input)
#define MASKPB  0xc0         // port B I/O config (6 outputs)
#define MASKPC  0xff         // port C I/O config (NU)

byte Buffer[9];  // receive buffer
// keeloq receive buffer map
//
// | Plain text                                | Encrypted
// RV000000.KKKKIII.IIIIIIIIII.IIIIIIIIIIIIIII.KKKKO000.DDDDDDD.SSSSSSSS.SS
// |                                           |
// //
// // I=S/N  -> SERIAL NUMBER       (28 BIT)
// // K=KEY   -> buttons encoding     (4 BIT)
// // S=Sync  -> Sync counter         (16 BIT)
// // D=Disc  -> Discrimination bits  (10 BIT)
// // R=Rept  -> Repeat/first         (1 BIT)
// // V=Vlow  -> Low battery          (1 BIT)
// //
////-- alias -------------------------------------------------------------
//
#define     HopLo   Buffer[0] // sync counter
#define     HopHi   Buffer[1] //
#define     DisLo   Buffer[2] // discrimination bits LSB
#define     DOK     Buffer[3] // Disc. MSB + Ovf + Key
#define     IDLo    Buffer[4] // S/N LSB
#define     IDMi    Buffer[5] // S/N
#define     IDHi    Buffer[6] // S/N MSB
#define S0  5   // Buffer[3] function codes
#define S1  6   // Buffer[3] function codes
#define S2  7   // Buffer[3] function codes
#define S3  4   // Buffer[3] function codes
#define VFlag  7 // Buffer[8] low battery flag

// timings
//
#define TOUT    5           // 5 * 71ms = 350ms output delay
#define TFLASH  2           // 4 * 71ms = 280ms half period
#define TLEARN  255         // 255 * 71ms = 18s learn timeout

// byte Flags;                 // various flags
byte CLearn, CTLearn;       // learn timers and counter
byte CFlash, CTFlash;       // led flashing timer and counter
byte COut;                  // output timer
byte FCode;                 // function codes and upper nibble of serial number

word Dato;                  // temp storage for read and write to mem.
word Ind;                   // address pointer to record in mem.
word Hop;                   // hopping code sync counter
word EHop;                  // last value of sync counter (from EEPROM)
word ETemp;                 // second copy of sync counter

//
// interrupt receiver
//
#include "rxim.c"

//
// external modules
//
#include "mem-87x.c"  // EEPROM I2C routines
#include "table.c"     // TABLE management
#include "keygen.c"     // Keeloq decrypt and normal keygen

// prototypes
void Remote( void);

// MAIN
// Main program loop, I/O polling and timing
void main ()
{
  // init
  ADCON1 = 0x7;        // disable analog inputs
  TRISA = MASKPA;      // set i/o config.
  TRISB = MASKPB;
  TRISC = MASKPC;
  PORTA = 0;          // init all outputs
  PORTB = 0;
  PORTC = 0;
  OPTION = 0x8f;      // prescaler assigned to WDT, TMR0 clock/4, no pull ups
  
  CTLearn = 0;        // Learn debounce
  CLearn = 0;         // Learn timer
  COut = 0;           // output timer
  CFlash = 0;         // flash counter
  CTFlash = 0;        // flash timer
  FLearn = FALSE;     // start in normal mode
  F2Chance = FALSE;   // no resynchronization required
  InitReceiver();     // enable and init the receiver state machine

  // main loop
  while ( TRUE)
  {
    if ( RFFull)       // buffer contains a message
      Remote();

    // loop waiting 512* period = 72ms
    if ( XTMR < 512)
      continue;       // main loop

    // once every 72ms
    XTMR = 0;
    
    // re-init fundamental registers
    ADCON1 = 0x7;        // disable analog inputs
    TRISA = MASKPA;      // set i/o config.
    TRISB = MASKPB;
    TRISC = MASKPC;
    OPTION = 0x0f;      // prescaler assigned to WDT, TMR0 clock/4, pull up
    T0IE = 1;
    GIE = 1;

    // poll learn
    if ( !Learn)       // low -> button pressed
    {
      CLearn++;
    
      if ( !Learn)       // low -> button pressed
      {
      
      }
// pressing Learn button for more than 10s -> ERASE ALL
if (CLearn == 128) // 128 * 72 ms = 10s
{
    Led = OFF; // switch off Learn Led
    while( !Learn); // wait for button release
    Led = ON; // signal Led on
    ClearMem(); // erase all command!
    COut = TOUT; // single long flash pulse time
    // timer will switch off Led
    CLearn = 0; // reset learn debounce
    FLearn = FALSE; // exit learn mode
}

// normal Learn button debounce
if (CLearn == 4) // 250ms debounce
{
    FLearn = TRUE; // enter learn mode command!
    CTLearn = TLEARN; // load timeout value
    Led = ON; // turn Led on
}
else  CLearn=0; // reset counter

// outputs timing
if (COut > 0) // if timer running
{
    COut--; if (COut == 0) // when it reach 0
    {
        Led = OFF; // all outputs off
        Out0 = OFF;
        Out1 = OFF;
        Out2 = OFF;
        Out3 = OFF;
        Vlow = OFF;
    }
}

// Learn Mode timeout after 18s (TLEARN * 72ms)
if (CTLearn > 0)
{
    CTLearn--; // count down
    if (CTLearn == 0) // if timed out
    {
        Led = OFF; // exit Learn mode
        FLearn = FALSE;
    }
}

// Led Flashing
if (CFlash > 0)
{
    CTFlash--; // count down
    if (CTFlash == 0) // if timed out
    {
        CTFlash = TFLASH; // reload timer
        CFlash--; // count one flash
        Led = OFF; // toggle Led
        if (CFlash & 1)
            Led = ON;
    }
}

} // main loop
} // main
// Remote Routine
// Decrypts and interprets receive codes
// Does Normal Operation and Learn Mode
// INPUT: Buffer contains the received code word
// OUTPUT: S0..S3 and LearnOut
// void Remote()
{
    // a frame was received and is stored in the receive buffer
    // move it to decryption Buffer, and restart receiving
    memcpy( Buffer, B, 9); // ready to receive a new frame

    // decoding
    NormalKeyGen(); // compute the decryption key
    Decrypt(); // decrypt the hopping code portion

    if ( DecCHK() == FALSE) // decryption failed
        return;

    if ( FLearn)
    {
        // Learn Mode
        if ( Find()== FALSE) // could not find the Serial Number in memory
            { // look for new space
                if ( !Insert()) // fail if no memory available
                    return;
            }

        // ASSERT Ind is pointing to a valid memory location
        IDWrite(); // write Serial Number in memory
        FHopOK = TRUE; // enable updating Hopping Code
        HopUpdate(); // Write Hopping code in memory

        CFlash = 32; // request Led flashing
        CTFlash = TFLASH; // load period timer
        Led = TRUE; // start with Led on
        FLearn = FALSE; // terminate successfully Learn
    } // Learn

    else // Normal Mode of operation
    {
        if ( Find()== FALSE)
            return;

        if ( !HopCHK()) // check Hopping code integrity
            return;

        if ( FSame) // identified same code as last memorized
            { // if output is still active
                if ( Cout >0)
                    Cout = TOUT; // reload timer to keep active
                else
                    return; // else discard
            }

        else // hopping code incrementing properly
        {
HopUpdate(); // update memory

// set outputs according to function code
if (BIT_TEST(Buffer[3], S0))
    Out0 = ON;
if (BIT_TEST(Buffer[3], S1))
    Out1 = ON;
if (BIT_TEST(Buffer[3], S2))
    Out2 = ON;
if (BIT_TEST(Buffer[3], S3))
    Out3 = ON;

// set low battery flag if necessary
if (BIT_TEST(Buffer[8], VFlag))
    Vlow = ON;

// check against learned function code
if (((Buffer[7] ^ FCode) & 0xf0) == 0)
    Led = ON;

// init output timer
COut = TOUT;
#endif // recognized
} // normal mode

} // remote
// **********************************************************************
//  Filename:   RXI.c
// *********************************************************************
//  Author:     Lucio Di Jasio
//  Company:    Microchip Technology
//  Revision:   Rev 1.00
//  Date:       08/07/00
//
//  Interrupt based receive routine
//
//  Compiled using HiTech PIC C compiler v.7.93
//  Compiled using CCS    PIC C compiler v.2.535
// ********************************************************************
#define CLOCK           4       // MHz
#define TE            400       // us
#define OVERSAMPLING    3
#define PERIOD          TE/OVERSAMPLING*4/CLOCK
#define NBIT            65      // number of bit to receive -1

byte B[9];                      // receive buffer
static byte  RFstate;           // receiver state
static sbyte RFcount;           // timer counter
static byte  Bptr;              // receive buffer pointer
static byte  BitCount;          // received bits counter
word   XTMR;                    // 16 bit extended timer
volatile bit RFFull;            // buffer full
volatile bit RFBit;             // sampled RF signal
#define TRFreset    0
#define TRFSYNC     1
#define TRFUNO      2
#define TRFZERO     3
#define HIGH_TO     -10         // longest high Te
#define LOW_TO       10         // longest low  Te
#define SHORT_HEAD   20         // shortest Thead accepted 2,7ms
#define LONG_HEAD    45         // longest Thead accepted 6,2ms

#pragma int_rtcc   // install as interrupt handler (comment for HiTech!)
interrupt
rxi()
{
    // this routine gets called every time TMR0 overflows
    RFBit = RFIn;               // sampling RF pin verify!!!
    TMR0 -= PERIOD;             // reload
    TOIF = 0;
    XTMR++;                     // extended 16 long timer update
    if (RFFull)                 // avoid overrun
        return;
    switch( RFstate)            // state machine main switch
    {
        case TRFUNO:
            if ( RFBit == 0)
                { // falling edge detected ----+
                    // |
                    // |
RFstate= TRFZERO;
}
else
{ // while high
RFcount--;                         // reset if too long
if ( RFcount < HIGH_TO)
RFstate = TRFreset;
}
break;

case TRFZERO:
if ( RFBit)
{ // rising edge detected
//                          +----
//                          |     |
//                          +----+
RFstate= TRFUNO;
B[Bptr] >>= 1;                    // rotate
if ( RFcount >= 0)
{
    B[Bptr] += 0x80;            // shift in bit
}
RFcount = 0;                      // reset length counter
if ( ( ++BitCount & 7) == 0)
Bptr++;                           // advance one byte
if (BitCount == NBIT)
{
    RFstate = TRFreset;      // finished receiving
    RFFull = TRUE;
}
}
else
{ // still low
RFcount++;                       // reset points, while keep counting on
if ( RFcount >= LOW_TO)         // too long low
{
    RFstate = TRFSYNC;        // fall back into RFSYNC state
    Bptr = 0;
    BitCount = 0;
}
}
break;

case TRFSYNC:
if ( RFBit)
{ // rising edge detected
//                          +----
//                          |     |
//                          +----+
if ( RFcount < SHORT_HEAD) || ( RFcount >= LONG_HEAD)
{
    RFstate = TRFreset;
    break;                   // too short/long, no header
}
else
{
    RFcount =0;              // restart counter
    RFstate= TRFUNO;
}
}
else
{ // still low
    RFcount++;              // reset if too long
}
break;
case TRFrset:
    default:
        RFstate = TRFSYNC; // reset state machine in all other cases
        RFcount = 0;
        Bptr = 0;
        BitCount = 0;
        break;
    } // switch

} // rxi

void InitReceiver()
{
    T0IF = 0;
    T0IE = 1; // TMR0 overflow interrupt
    GIR = 1; // enable interrupts
    RFstate = TRFreset; // reset state machine in all other cases
    RFFull = 0; // start with buffer empty
    XTMR = 0; // start extended timer
    
}
APPENDIX E: TABLE C SOURCE CODE

// *********************************************************************
//  Filename:   TABLE.c
// *********************************************************************
//  Author:     Lucio Di Jasio
//  Company:    Microchip Technology
//  Revision:   Rev 1.00
//  Date:       08/07/00
//
//  EEPROM TABLE Management routines
//     simple "linear list" management method
//
// Compiled using HiTech C compiler v.7.93
// Compiled using CCS    PIC C compiler v. 2.535
// ********************************************************************/
#define MAX_USER 8         // max number of TX that can be learned
#define EL_SIZE   8         // single record size in bytes

// Table structure definition:
//
// the EEPROM is filled with an array of MAX_USER user records
// starting at address 0000
// each record is EL_SIZE byte large and contains the following fields:
// EEPROM access is in 16 bit words for efficiency
//
// DatoHi  DatoLo  offset
// +-------+-------+          XP contains the function codes (buttons) used during learning
// | FCode | IDLo  | 0     and the top 4 bit of Serial Number
// +-------+-------+          IDHi IDMi IDLo contain the 24 lsb of the Serial Number
// | IDHi  | IDMi  | +2    sync counter
// +-------+-------+          HopHi HopLo | +4
// | HopHi | HopLo | +4    second copy of sync counter for integrity checking
// +-------+-------+          HopHi2 HopLo2 | +6
// +-------+-------+
//
// NOTE a function code of 0f0 (seed transmission) is considered
// invalid during learning and is used here to a mark location free
//
// FIND Routine
//
// search through the whole table the given a record whose ID match
//
// INPUT:
//  IDHi, IDMi, IDLo, serial number to search
//
// OUTPUT:
//  Ind address of record (if found)
//  EHop sync counter value
//  ETemp second copy of sync counter
// RETURN:               TRUE if matching record found
//
byte Find()
{
  byte Found;
  Found = FALSE;       // init to not found

  for (Ind=0; Ind < (EL_SIZE * MAX_USER); Ind+=EL_SIZE)
  {
    RDword( Ind);       // read first Word
    FCode = (Dato>>8);
  }

  // more code here...
}
// check if 1111xxxx
if ((FCode & 0xf0) == 0xf0)
    continue;  // empty

if (IDLo != (Dato & 0xff))
    continue;  // fails match

RDnext();  // read next word
if ( ( (Dato & 0xff) == IDMi) && ( (Dato>>8) == IDHi))
{
    Found = TRUE;   // match
    break;
}
}  // for

if (Found == TRUE)
{
    RDnext();  // read HopHi/Lo
    EHop = Dato;
    RDnext();  // read HopHi2/Lo2
    ETemp= Dato;
}

return Found;

// INSERT Routine

//search through the whole table for an empty space

//INPUT:
//  IDHi, IDMi, IDLo,   serial number to insert

//OUTPUT:
//  Ind                 address of empty record

//RETURN:
//  FALSE if no empty space found

byte Insert()
{
    for (Ind=0; Ind < (EL_SIZE * MAX_USER); Ind+=EL_SIZE)
    {
        RDword(Ind);  // read first Word
        FCode = (Dato>>8);  // check if 1111xxxx
        if ( (FCode & 0xf0) == 0xf0)
            return TRUE;  // insert point found
    }  // for

    return FALSE;  // could not find any empty slot
}  // Insert

// Function IDWrite

// store IDHi,Mi,Lo + XF at current address Ind

//INPUT:
//  Ind                 point to record + offset 0
//  IDHi, IDMi, IDLo    Serial Number
//  XF                  function code

byte IDWrite()
{
    if (!FLearn)
return FALSE;           // Guard statement: check if Learn ON

Dato = Buffer[7];
Dato = (Dato<<8) + IDLo;
WRword(Ind);                // write first word

Dato = IDHi;
Dato = (Dato<<8) + IDMi;
WRword(Ind+2);              // write second word

return TRUE;
} // IDWrite

//------------------------------------------------------------
//Function HopUpdate
//  update sync counter of user record at current location
//INPUT:
//  Ind     record + offset 0
//  Hop     current sync counter
//OUTPUT:
//  none
//byte HopUpdate()
{
  if (!FHopOK)
    return FALSE;           // Guard statement: check if Hop update

  Hop = ((word)HopHi<<8) + HopLo;
  Dato = Hop;
  WRword(Ind+4);              // write at offset +4
  Dato = Hop;
  WRword(Ind+6);              // back up copy at offset +6
  FHopOK = FALSE;             // for safety disable updating hopping code

  return TRUE;
} // HopUpdate

//------------------------------------------------------------
//Function ClearMem
//  mark all records free
//INPUT:
//OUTPUT:
//USES:
//byte ClearMem()
{
  for (Ind=0; Ind < (EL_SIZE * MAX_USER); Ind+=EL_SIZE)
    {
      Dato = 0xffff;
      WRword( Ind);
    }

  return TRUE;
} // ClearMem
APPENDIX F: MEM-87X C SOURCE CODE

// *********************************************************************
//  Filename:   mem-87x.c
// *********************************************************************
//  Author:     Lucio Di Jasio
//  Company:    Microchip Technology
//  Revision:   Rev 1.00
//  Date:       08/11/00
//  Internal EEPROM routines for PIC16F87X
//  Compiled using HiTech PIC C compiler v.7.93
//  Compiled using CCS    PIC C compiler v. 2.535
// *********************************************************************

void RDword(word Ind)
{
    Dato = EEPROM_READ( Ind);
    Dato += (word) EEPROM_READ( Ind+1) <<8;
}

void RDnext()
{
    // continue reading
    EEADR++;       // NOTE generate no carry
    Dato = ((RD=1), EEDATA);
    EEADR++;       
    Dato += ((RD=1), EEDATA)<<8;
}

void WRword(word Ind)
{
    EEPROM_WRITE( Ind, Dato); GIE = 1; // write and re-enable interrupt
    EEPROM_WRITE( Ind+1, Dato>>8); GIE = 1;
}
APPENDIX G: KEY GENERATION SOURCE CODE

// ------------------------------------------------------------------------
// LEGAL NOTICE
//
// The information contained in this document is proprietary and
// confidential information of Microchip Technology Inc. Therefore all
// parties are required to sign a non-disclosure agreement before
// receiving this document.
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------
//
// Keeloq Normal Key Generation and Decryption
// Compiled using CCS PIC C compiler v. 2.535
// Compiled using HITECH PIC C compiler v. 7.93
//
// version 1.00 08/07/2000 Lucio Di Jasio
//
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------

byte    DKEY[8];   // Decryption key
byte    SEED[4];   // seed value = serial number
word    NextHop;   // resync value for 2 Chance

#ifdef HITECH
#include "fastdech.c"   // for HITECH optimized version
#else
#include "fastdecc.c"   // for CCS optimized version
#endif

//void LoadManufCode();
{    
DKEY[0]=0xef;   // DKEY=0123456789ABCDEF
DKEY[1]=0xcd;
DKEY[2]=0xAB;
DKEY[3]=0x89;
DKEY[4]=0x67;
DKEY[5]=0x45;
DKEY[6]=0x23;
DKEY[7]=0x01;
}

//----------------------------------------------------------------------

// Key Generation routine
//
// Normal Learn algorithm
//
// INPUT: Serial Number (Buffer[4..7])
//         Manufacturer code
// OUTPUT: DKEY[0..7] computed decryption key
//
void NormalKeyGen()
{
byte    HOPtemp[4];    // HOP temp buffer
byte    SKEYtemp[4];   // temp decryption key

    // check if same Serial Number as last time while output active
    // it was stored in Seed
if (( SEED[0] != Buffer[4]) ||
    ( SEED[1] != Buffer[5]) ||
    ( SEED[2] != Buffer[6]) ||
    ( SEED[3] != (Buffer[7] & 0x0f)) ||

    }
(COut == 0))
{
    // no new KeyGen is needed
    memcpy(HOPtemp, Buffer, 4); // save hopping code to temp
    memcpy(SEED, &Buffer[4], 4); // make seed = Serial Number
    SEED[3] &= 0x0f;           // mask out function codes

    // compute LSB of decryption key first
    memcpy(Buffer, SEED, 4);  // get SEED in
    Buffer[3] |= 0x20;        // add constant 0x20
    LoadManufCode();
    Decrypt();
    memcpy(SKEYtemp, Buffer, 4); // save result for later

    // compute MSb of decryption key
    memcpy(Buffer, SEED, 4);  // get SEED in
    Buffer[3] |= 0x60;        // add constant 0x60
    LoadManufCode();
    Decrypt();
    memcpy(&DKEY[4], Buffer, 4); // move it into DKEY MSb
    memcpy(DKEY, SKEYtemp, 4); // add LSB

    // ready for Decrypt
    memcpy(Buffer, HOPtemp, 4); // restore hopping code
}

else // same Serial Number as last time...
{
    // just keep on using same Decryption Key
}

} // Normal KeyGen

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//
// Valid Decryption Check
//
// INPUT:  Serial Number (Buffer[4..7])
//         Hopping Code  (Buffer[0..3])
// OUTPUT: TRUE if discrimination bits == lsb Serial Number
//          and decrypted function code == plain text function code
// byte DecCHK()
{
    // verify discrimination bits
    if ( DisLo != IDLo) // compare low 8bit of Serial Number
        return FALSE;

    if ( ((Buffer[3] ^ IDMi) & 0x3) != 0) // compare 9th and 10th bit of SN
        return FALSE;

    // verify function code
    if ( ((Buffer[3] ^ Buffer[7]) & 0xf0) != 0)
        return FALSE;

    return TRUE;
} // DecCHK

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//
// Hopping Code Verification
//
// INPUT:  Hopping Code  (Buffer[0..3])
//         and previous value stored in EEPROM EHop
// OUTPUT: TRUE if hopping code is incrementing and inside a safe window (16)
//
byte ReqResync()
{
    F2Chance = TRUE;  // flag that a second (sequential) transmission
    NextHop = Hop+1;  // is needed to resynchronize receiver
    return FALSE;    // cannot accept for now
}

byte HopCHK()
{
    FHopOK = FALSE;  // Hopping Code is not verified yet
    FSame = FALSE;   // Hopping Code is not the same as previous

    // make it a 16 bit signed integer
    Hop = ((word)HopHi << 8) + HopLo;

    if ( F2Chance)
        if ( NextHop == Hop)
            {F2Chance = FALSE;       // resync success
             FHopOK = TRUE;
             return TRUE;
            }

    // verify EEPROM integrity
    if ( EHop != ETemp)  // memory corrupted need a resync
        return ReqResync();

    // main comparison
    ETemp = Hop - EHop;  // subtract last value from new one

    if ( ETemp < 0)   // locked region
        return FALSE;   // fail
    else if ( ETemp > 16)   // resync region
        return ReqResync();
    else  // 0>= ETemp >16 ; open window
        {
            if ( ETemp == 0)  // same code (ETemp == 0)
                FSame = TRUE;  // rise a flag

            FHopOK = TRUE;
            return TRUE;
        }
}  // HopCHK
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